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The Dirty Drummer MPC 
Finger Drumming Kit 

The ‘Dirty Drummer’ MPC finger drumming kit contains a multisampled selection 
of live drum sounds authentically recorded for a classic vintage sound by Timmy 
Rickard of Monosole Music, organised in a very natural, finger drumming layout 
utilising many unique MPC program features.  

Each drum instrument contains a number of timbre and velocity variations which 
have been utilised to help produce a more realistic, natural sounding drum kit. 
This kit can be used for any type of drum performance, be it a programmed beat, 
a real time sequence recording or live finger drumming. With practice this kit will 
produce breaks that sound virtually identical to a real drummer with all the 
dynamics and nuances you’d expect from a live drum performance.  

Program Formats 

This kit has been painstakingly tweaked and rejigged for many different MPC 
models.

For MPCX/Live/Touch/Ren/Studio, use the 'Dirty Drummer.xpm' kit in the 'MPC 
X-MPC Live-MPC Software' folder. 

For 'classic' legacy MPCs, select the kit in the ‘MPC2000-3000-XL’ folder. 

For all other MPCs, use the kits in the 'MPC1000 2500 500 JJOS 4000' folder:

• AKAI-1000-2500.PGM – use this file for the MPC1000 and MPC2500 
running Akai OS

• JJ2-JJFREE-KIT.PGM – Use this for JJOS Free, and JJOS 2
• JJOS1-KIT.PGM – Use this only for JJOS1
• JJOSXL-KIT.PGM – Only for JJOS2XL or JJOS-XL
• 500-KIT.PGM – 12 pad version for the MPC500
• 5K-FINGER-KIT.50s – MPC5000 specific version
• 4k-Finger-Kit.AKP – MPC4000 only
• FINGER.pgm – for legacy MPCs, MPC2000/XL/3000/60 

Once you’ve located the correct file for your MPC, you are free to delete all the 
other MPC program files, just leaving the samples and a single program file.   
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16 Pad Layout 

The layout of a finger drumming kit is a very personal choice, so the layout I've 
used is a favourite of mine, but you can adjust the layout to suit your own 
particular drumming style if required.  

For MPCs with 16 pads, I've set up the sounds in the following layout: 

I would suggest you position your fingers primarily around the second row (pads 
A5 to A8). From here you have easy access to the bread and butter sounds that 
you’ll need for all breaks (the main kick, snare, closed hat and open hat).  Use 
your left hand to play the kick and snare on pads A5 and A6, and right hand to 
play the closed and open hats on A7 and A8.  

Multitimbral Playback 

Most drum kits you’ll come across tend to only use a single example of each 
drum instrument – for example, there’s just a single kick sample, a single snare 
and so on. The problem with this approach is that if you play a real kick drum, it 
sounds different every time you play it – hard hits tend to have a lot of attack, soft 
hits have virtually no attack, and even if you play the kick at the same velocity 
each hit will be slightly different. The change in the characteristic of the drum 
sound each time you play it is referred to as a change of timbre.  
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So for maximum realism, instead of using a single kick sample this kit uses many 
different recordings of each instrument. For example, when you load the kit, it 
actually contains 8 different kick timbres – these are all recorded from the same 
kick drum, but each one is slightly different in character.  

I’ve achieved multitimbral playback using built in MPC program functionality as 
well as utilising a carefully thought out pad layout structure.  

Velocity Switching 

The kick on pad A5 plays back three different kick timbres – hard, medium and 
soft. I’ve used the in-built velocity switching feature found in all MPCs to handle 
the correct playback. So if you hit the pad hard, the hard kick will play. Hit it soft, 
it will play just the soft kick, hit it with medium strength and you’ll hear only the 
medium kick.  

Velocity switching is used on many pads, including all kicks, snares and hats – 
however if your MPC supports random cycling (see below), some pads will 
employ this alternative technique instead. You’ll find that the switching ranges are 
varied depending on the sample being played back (hats employ a very narrow 
switching range, snares and kicks have a wider range). 

In modern MPCs, velocity switching utilises the pad ‘layer’ functionality, so all 
timbre variations are stored within the pad itself. In legacy MPCs, it uses the ‘Vel 
Sw’ option on each pad – for these MPCs, the velocity switches are ‘stored’ on 
spare pads in banks C and D. 

This type of velocity switching is perfect for people who feel comfortable playing 
with FULL LEVEL turned off.  

Random Cycling 

If you run the MPC Software, an MPC5000 or JJOSXL, then you’ll find that some 
pads take advantage of the random cycling feature available on each pad. This 
feature plays back your different timbres in a random order, and is perfect for 
multitimbral samples that were originally recorded within a similar velocity range.  
For example, all the closed and open hats will use random cycling when it’s 
available.  

For the MPC Software/5000, cycling is handled using pad layers. In JJOSXL, 
cycling is handled by cycling through multiple pads – these additional sounds are 
stored on pads in banks C and D.  
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Using the other pads 

In addition to the timbre variation available within each individual pad, I’ve also 
utilized additional timbres on other pads as well. For example, row 1 (pads A1 to 
A4) also feature velocity switched (or random cycled) kick, snare, closed hat and 
open hat. However these pads utilize a completely different selection of 
multitimbral recordings of the drum kit.  

This means between row 1 and 2, you have 6 different kick timbres, 6 different 
snare timbres, 6 closed hat timbres and 6 different open hat timbres. So rather 
than only play pads on row 2, you can also randomly mix in pads from row 1, 
giving you a huge range of different timbres and also giving you an opportunity to 
adopt a different playing style if required.  

You can also use A3 and A7 to perform realistic hi hat rolls quite easily. 

These additional pads are also essential additions for anyone who prefers to play 
with FULL LEVEL ‘on’. When playing with full level ‘on’, pad velocity switching is 
effectively disabled as every pad hit is coming in at a max velocity of 127. So in 
this case you simply keep switching between each row – for example, if you have 
a snare on the second and fourth beat of the bar, sometimes play it with pad A2, 
sometimes play it with pad A6 – you’re guaranteed a different timbre each time.  

Ghost Hits & Rolls 

Ghost hits are those funky little ‘soft’ snares and kicks that give your breaks more 
groove. I’ve created dedicated pads just for these so you are guaranteed a soft 
sounding timbre each time. On pads A9 and A10 you’ll find ghost snares, with 
either random cycling or a very narrow velocity switching range (which is an 
attempt to mimic random cycling for MPCs that don’t have this feature). If you’re 
on FULL LEVEL you can switch between the two pads to get a different timbre 
each time. 

These two ghost snares can also be used to create very realistic snare rolls 
using your index and middle fingers, or you can perform a diagonal roll with the 
ghost on A9 and the main snare on A6 – or even a three pad roll using your 
index, middle and third finger on pads A9, A10 and A6 (or use two hands). 

A multitimbral ghost kick is on pad A13. 
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Other Sounds 

Also included in the kit are rim shots on A14 and A15 (6 timbres in total), rides on 
pads A11 and A12 (6 timbres) and finally a single crash sample on A16 (Which 
utilises a variety of velocity sensitive MPC parameters as detailed below). 

I have also included additional samples in the ‘Extras’ folder. Here you’ll find 
many more kick timbres, but there’s also a completely different snare (a Ludwig) 
and a different hi hat (closed and open) to the one used in the main kit. So you 
can just swap these out with the existing ones used in the kit if you wish. For 
example to swap out the snares, go to the ‘Extras’ folder, load the alternative 
snares into memory, go the kit program, hit pad A2 and use the data wheel to 
assign the new snares in place of the old ones. Repeat this for all the snare pads 
– remember, snares with a ‘H’ are ‘hard’ snares, ‘M’ is a medium snare and ‘S’ is
a soft snare.

Other Pad Features 

All open hats are muted by any of the two closed hat pads using either mute 
groups or mute targets. This helps simulate the real sound of a real hat opening 
and closing. 

Please note that JJOSXL does not allow the use of mute targets and random 
cycle on the same pad, so I decided to forgo random cycle on the closed hats to 
ensure the open hats are always muted when required. Velocity switching is still 
available (but FULL LEVEL must be off).  

All pads feature V>ATT settings – with this feature, the softer you hit a pad, the 
more attack is shaved off it, so it’s a very dynamic way to change the timbre of 
the sound. I’ve set this to only affect sounds at very low velocities, and it really 
helps provide an added realism to the timbre for these very soft hits. 

Pad also feature V>TUNE settings, which very subtly change the pitch of the 
sound depending on how hard it is hit. This affects harder hits, with a very slight 
increase in pitch – the key is to make this change as subtle as possible, so I’ve 
mostly used a V>TUNE of 1 or 2. 

I’ve also added some V>LVL settings to some MPCs – this effectively controls 
pad sensitivity for instruments that sound a little better with a smaller dynamic 
velocity range (more on this later).  

I’ve also applied some mixer settings, just some level adjustments and panning 
applied to hats and cymbals.   
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MPC500 Layout 

For the MPC500, having 12 pads meant a different layout on bank A. 
 

 
 
To accommodate the snare rims, I simply mirrored the kit in bank B: 
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So if you’re looking to perform a rim based break, everything you need is in bank 
B. I’ve also used alternative kick, hat and ride cymbal timbres here compared to 
bank A.
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 Adjusting Program Parameters 

As this is a standard MPC drum program, you can of course adjust all program 
parameters to further customize the playback of the kit. Here’s a few ideas: 

• ADSR (amp envelope) – try increasing the decay setting and if you have
it, the release setting on every pad, this will make the kit sound very dry by
removing the natural ambience it was recorded with.

• Low pass filter – add some low pass filter to beef up kicks even further,
or apply across the whole kit for a deep filtered vibe.

• Effects – if your MPC has them, go to the MIXER screen and apply MPC
effects across the whole kit, such as reverb to change the ambience,
distortion/bit grunger for a more lo fi sound, delays for tempo effects, and
so on.

• Tuning – drop the tuning for each pad to give a dark downtempo feel,
increase the tuning for a tighter vibe.

There’s plenty more options depending on your MPC model – experiment and 
get creative! 

Dealing With Pad Sensitivity Issues 

Every MPC model made tends to have slightly different feels to its pads. Also the 
older your MPC, the more likely your pads will begin to become less sensitive. 
Finally we’re all different with unique playing styles, so some of us like to really 
bang the hell out of our pads, while others prefer a more relaxed approach. If you 
play with FULL LEVEL off, you’ll normally still want to maintain a fairly consistent 
velocity range when playing, with only small variances in velocity unless you 
specifically need a ghost hit.  

To deal with these situations, you may need to take a little time adjusting either 
the global pad sensitivity of your MPC, or adjust the way the kit itself is set up.  
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Adjusting Velocity Switch Settings 

In addition to the overall pad sensitivity settings, you can make adjustments to 
the program itself if you are having problems. When a pad uses velocity 
switching, it will have three defined ranges which dictate which sample to play 
back - these tend to vary on each pad. If you find some of these ranges are set 
too high or low, simply adjust them for your style.  

For example, if there’s a pad with the ‘hard’ switch set for a velocity of 120-127, 
and you find that you cannot comfortably hit your pad hard enough to reach this 
while playing, you could just drop that range down to say 90-127, so any hit with 
a velocity of 90 or more will register the hard hit. Just remember to adjust the 
next range accordingly, otherwise you’ll get playback of two samples at certain 
velocities (e.g. if layer 1 starts at 90, set layer 2 to a max of 89).  

Playing with FULL LEVEL turned OFF 

With FULL LEVEL turned off, you can really go for a natural, dynamic drum 
performance. But the downside is that this method needs a lot of practice! 
Initially you’ll find that it’s pretty easy to accidentally hit a pad too soft or too hard, 
so you really need to stick with it until you develop a more disciplined control in 
your playing. It does get easy pretty quickly as long as you practice daily!  

If you just prefer to play with FULL LEVEL:ON just remember that in order to 
benefit from different timbres, you need to utilize and switch between the sounds 
on rows 1 and 2 of your MPC.  
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Playing Tips 

• For maximum realism when recording into the sequencer, turn off
quantising – i.e. set TC/Note Value:OFF. This in addition to FULL LEVEL
‘off’ will produce the most dynamic and organic drumming performance.

• For bad mistakes, you can go into STEP EDIT and adjust.

• Relax your hands and fingers while playing!

• Practice is the key for live finger drumming – try playing along to the MPC
metronome to develop your timing or even better, get some of your
favourite breaks, loop them in a sequence and play along with them. This
way you’ll also pick up some ideas for your own breaks.

Your Finger Drumming Videos 

If you’ve made a video of your own finger drumming performances with the kit, 
please do send me a link to the video (e.g. You Tube or Vimeo) and I’ll add them 
to the product page along with full credit and a link to your Soundcloud page or 
personal web site. Just send the link and your details to support@mpc-
samples.com. 

Further Support & Help 

Please email support@mpc-samples.com for support in setting up your kit in your 
MPC.  




